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Abstract We consider the problem of detecting change points (structural changes)
in long sequences of data, whether in a sequential fashion or not, and without
assuming prior knowledge of the number of these change points. We reformulate
this problem as the Bayesian filtering and smoothing of a non standard state space
model. Towards this goal, we build a hybrid algorithm that relies on particle filter-
ing and Markov chain Monte Carlo ideas. The approach is illustrated by a GARCH
change point model.
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1 Introduction

The assumption that an observed time series follows the same fixed stationary model
over a very long period is rarely realistic. In economic applications for instance,
common sense suggests that the behaviour of economic agents may change abruptly
under the effect of economic policy, political events, etc. For example, Mikosch
and Stărică (2003, 2004) point out that GARCH models fit very poorly too long
sequences of financial data, say 20 years of daily log-returns of some speculative
asset. Despite this, these models remain highly popular, thanks to their forecast
ability (at least on short to medium-sized time series) and their elegant simplicity
(which facilitates economic interpretation). Against the common trend of build-
ing more and more sophisticated stationary models that may spuriously provide a
better fit for such long sequences, the aforementioned authors argue that GARCH
models remain a good ‘local’ approximation of the behaviour of financial data,
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